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Abstract.
Signals, track circuits, switches, and relay rooms are simultaneously the most critical and most maintained railway assets. A
fault of one of these assets may strongly reduce the railway network capacity or even disrupt the circulation. Effectively predicting what assets
may need maintenance allows to anticipate the intervention thus avoiding
a failure. Currently, this problem is tackled by infrastructure managers
mostly relying on operators’ experience and with limited support of decision supporting tools. In this paper, we propose a Simple Informed
Machine Learning (ML) based model able to automatically predict what
asset need to be maintained fully leveraging on the operator experience.
However, ML models in modern industrial MLOps pipelines demand continuous data collection, model re-training, testing, and monitoring, creating a large technical debt. In fact, one of the main requirements of these
pipelines is to not be regressive, i.e., not simply improve average performances but also not incorrectly predicting an output that was correctly
classified by the reference model (negative flips). In this work we face this
problem by empowering the proposed ML with Non Regressive properties.
Results on real data coming from a portion of an Italian Railway Network
managed by Rete Ferroviaria Italiana, the Italian Infrastructure Manager,
will support our proposal.

1

Introduction

The classical approach to maintenance of railway assets consists in a combination
of both Corrective Maintenance (i.e., maintenance aimed at resolving a failure)
and Preventive Maintenance (i.e., maintenance aimed at avoiding the failure),
primarily relying on the operators’ experience with limited support of artificial intelligence [1]. In particular, Preventive Maintenance activities are usually
scheduled according to both manufacturer’s or legislation’s prescriptions and the
experience of the operators and normally are performed without disturbing the
traffic. Corrective Maintenance activities, instead, are scheduled every time a
failure occurs and typically require track possession or speed reductions, thus
heavily impacting railway traffic.
∗ This research received funding from the Shift2Rail Joint Undertaking (JU) under grant
agreements No. 881574 (IN2SMART2) and No. 101008913 (DAYDREAMS). The JU receives
support from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme and the
Shift2Rail JU members other than the Union.
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Faults on Signals, Track Circuits, Switches, Switch Maneuvers, and Relay
Rooms 1 are responsible for a large part of the disruptions generated by signalling
assets on the Italian Railway network often requiring Corrective Maintenance.
Therefore, the first objective is to focus on this set of assets and to predict if
a failure may occur in a two-weeks window thus allowing Predictive Maintenance
without interfering with railway traffic.
For this purpose, we will leverage on a Simple Informed Machine Learning
(ML) based model [2–5]. As we will describe later, our problem is characterized
by two main issues: data regarding faults are scarce and the resulting dataset
is strongly unbalanced. For these reasons, we needed to keep the approach as
simple as possible [5]. Hence, in our application we will rely on the simple
yet effective Shallow ML model, the XGBoost [6] carefully tuned with rigorous
statistical procedures [7], which also easily allow to being informed [3, 4] with the
domain knowledge and the experience of the operators by careful handcrafting
feature able to fully and synthetically represent the operators experience. Then,
methods to mitigate problems related to the unbalance of the dataset will be
exploited [8].
Nevertheless, in real, high-stake, and mission-critical applications like the one
we are facing in this paper, building the initial ML model is only the beginning
of the process. Maintenance of ML models in modern industrial development
pipelines (known as MLOps [9]) requires implementing processes for continuous
data collection, model updating, and monitoring, thereby creating a large technical debt [10]. New models usually improve the overall performance accuracy
(i.e., the average number of error). Nevertheless, they can still introduce errors
on specific predictions that the previous versions of the models did not make
(the so called negative flips) showing a so called regressive behavior [11]. ML
models regression can cause post-processing pipelines to break, requiring specialized maintenance interventions, since modern ML empowered architectures
contain several components in addition to ML-based modules. For this reason,
in this paper, we propose to empower our Simple Informed ML model for Prescriptive Maintenance of TCs with non regressive properties building a Simple
Non Regressive Informed ML model.
In order to test the quality of our proposal we will exploit three years of
historical maintenance data about a subsection of the Italian Railway Network2 .

2

Problem Formalization and Available Data

The problem that we face in this paper to predict whether an asset needs to
be maintained in the next two weeks to avoid a failure occurrence. For this
purpose we will exploiting data coming from different heterogeneous sources: (i)
assets failures data, (ii) assets characteristics, (iii) train traffic, (iv) past maintenance activities, and (v) weather data. Data exploited in this research are
related to three years (2018 to 2020 full years) and are coming from a subsection
1 For

more details on railway assets please refer to https://www.orr.gov.uk/glossary
data and some steps have been anonymized through the paper (i.e., name of the
subsection of the Italian Railway, the number of assets, the number of faults, etc.) because of
confidentiality issues.
2 All
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of the Italian Railway Network managed by Rete Ferroviaria Italiana (the Italian Infrastructure Manager) and from the Agenzia Regionale per la Protezione
dell’Ambiente Ligure (the Regional Agency for the Environment Protection).
Assets failures data give information about the occurrence and the duration of
each failure. Assets characteristic data provide information about installation
date, manufacturer, and other information specific for each asset type. Train
traffic data consist in the list of train passages through the locations where the
assets operate. The past maintenance activities contain past maintenance interventions along with their duration and cost. Weather data cover precipitation,
temperature, wind, and humidity measurements collected and predicted on a
network of 188 weather station spread over the considered geographical region.
Failures are not frequent, and perceptually a limited number of failures are available making the problem strongly imbalanced, i.e., most of the time there will
be no failure.

3

Simple Non Regressive Informed Data Driven Model

The proposed Simple Non Regressive Informed Data Driven Model will be constructed in five steps: (i) Engineering the Features to Inform the ML models,
(ii) Choosing a Simple ML model3 , (iii) Empowering the ML model with the
ability of effectively handling unbalanced datasets, (iv) Empowering the ML
model of Non Regressive properties during models updates4 , and (v) Tuning
(the hyperparameters) and assessing the performance of the ML model.
Regarding Step (i), starting from the raw data provided by Rete Ferroviaria
Italiana, we transformed the data in order to obtain a structure that was better
suitable for our analysis. In particular we engineered a series of features guided
by the operators hints on the problem. These features contains both classical
signal processing techniques able to fully yet compactly represent the data described in Section 2 and both complex feature able to inform the mode with the
knowledge of the operators. The final dataset is composed by samples including
a series of informed features (i.e., the ones just described computed on the past
information regarding an asses) and as target −1 if in the next two weeks a
failure will not occur or +1 if it will occur.
Regarding Step (ii), one can observe that the datasets created at Step (i)
are typical datasets for ML regression. After testing several Shallow and Deep
ML models we decided to opt for the XGBoost [6] because of its simplicity and
effectiveness. XGBoost is characterized by several hyperparameters, the most
important ones are the L2 regularization hyperparameters λ2 (default value 1)
the learning rate of the gradient η (default value 0.3), the max dept of arch tree
d (default value 6), the minimum loss reduction γ (default value 0), fraction of
training to randomly sample from the whole training set for each tree creation
fs (default value 1), and the fraction of feature to randomly sample from the
whole featured during each node of each tree creation ff (default value 1).
3 We choose XGBoost after test many different other algorithms that we do not report here
because of space constraints.
4 In fact, every week the model is updated on the system by retraining it with the additional
data collected during that week.
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Regarding Step (iii), what we noticed is that XGBoost tended to make more
mistakes on the minority class of the datasets (Full and Half Day) created at
Step (i). In fact, number of faults per asses is very limited resulting in a strongly
unbalanced dataset. To address this issue we rely on the combination of a general
techniques for handling unbalanced datasets, namely undersampling [8] (since
SMOTE in this case tends to generate not plausible samples), plugged inside
the XGBoost sampling procedure performed during the creating of each tree
composing the ensemble [6]. Moreover, we tuned the threshold in the probability
output t (default value .5) before making a decision.
Regarding Step (iv), every week the model is updated by retraining it with
the new data collected during that week5 . During model update we need to be
sure that the model does not actually regress, namely introduces new errors that
previously were not there. We drew inspiration from the work of [11] and we
added a constraint to the learning phase of XGBoost. In particular, let us define
fj the old model built at week j and fj+1 the new model built at week j + 1. Let
us also define as Dj = {(X1 , Y1 ), · · · , (Xnj , Ynj )} as the dataset built at week j
where X is the feature vector (for Full or Half day) described at Step (i) and
Y ∈ {±1} indicates the fact that the maintenance does (+1) or does not (−1)
need to be prescribed. Note that Dj ⊆ Dj+1 . What we want is that for fj+1
P
(1)
(X,Y )∈Dj+1 :fj (X)Y ≤0 [fj+1 (X)Y > 0] = 0,
namely to not introduce with fj+1 errors that fj did not make. Unfortunately,
Constraint (1) is non convex and for this reason we will relax it as follows [12]
P
(2)
(X,Y )∈Dj+1 :fj (X)Y ≤0 max[0, 1 − Y fj+1 (X)] = 0,
which is a convex approximation of Constraint (1). Since plugging this constraint in the XGBoost training phase is not trivial we will rely on the Tikhonov
principle [13] adding to the classical XGBoost objective the term
P
λnr (X,Y )∈Dj+1 :fj (X)Y ≤0 max[0, 1 − Y fj+1 (X)],
(3)
where λnr is a large enough constant (in our case 1000).
Finally, Step (v) is devoted to tune and assess the performance of the final
model we proposed. For this purpose we rely on a resampling procedure adapted
to the fact that data are “sorted” in time and that every week the model is updated [7]. In particular, at week j we train the model fj with the data Dj and
we tested it (assess its performance) with Dj+1 \ Dj . We measured the quality of the model according to four metrics: percentage of errors on positively
labeled samples (False Positive %), percentage of errors on negatively labeled
samples (False Negative %), percentage of negative flips (i.e., errors made by fj
not made by fj−1 ) on positively labeled samples (Negative Flips on Positive %),
and percentage of negative flips on negatively labeled samples (Negative Flips
on Negative %). In order to tune the performance (find the optima hyperparameters) of XGBoost for fj we perform classical leave-one-out [7] using Dj . During this phase we performed a grid search for λ2 ∈ {0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100},
5 Obviously, in our case, we simulated thi process with our three years of data. We started
from the end of month year one, in order to have enough samples, and then we retrained every
week from the second year on.
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XGBoost

+Tuning

+Unbal

+NoRegr

False Positive %

69.7 ± 25.8

50.6 ± 20.9

20.1 ± 4.3

18.3 ± 2.9

False Negative %

18.9 ± 13.7

2.2 ± 1.7

15.5 ± 3.8

10.2 ± 3.4

Negative Flips on Positive %

43.3 ± 20.3

38.3 ± 18.1

10.9 ± 5.1

1.1 ± 0.5

Negative Flips on Negative %

7.4 ± 5.2

1.9 ± 1.3

9.7 ± 4.9

0.7 ± 0.5

Table 1: Results on real data coming from a portion of an Italian Railway
managed by Rete Ferroviaria italiana for the different models developed in the
paper (XGBoost, +Tuning, +Unbal, and +NoRegr) measured with different
performance metrics (False Positive %, False Negative %, Negative Flips on
Positive %, and Negative Flips on Negative %) to predict whether a failure on
the asset will occur in the next two weeks.
η ∈ {0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05}, d ∈ {3, 5, 10}, γ ∈ {0, 0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.1},
fs ∈ {0.6, 0.8, 1}, ff ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 1}, and t ∈ {.2, .4, .5, .6, .8}.

4

Experimental Results

In this section we will show the results of applying the methodology presented in
Section 3 to solve the problem formalized in Section 2 with real data coming from
a portion of an Italian Railway Network managed by Rete Ferroviaria Italiana.
In particular, in Table 1 we reported the mean and the standard deviation of
the metrics defined in Section 3 (False Positive %, False Negative %, Negative
Flips on Positive %, and Negative Flips on Negative %) for different models.
First we reported the vanilla XGBoost with default values (XGBoost), then we
show what happens by tuning the hyperparameters XGBoost maximizing the
balanced accuracy (+Tuning), then we show what happens by handling the fact
that classes are unbalanced (+Unbal), and finally we we show what happens by
forcing the model to be non regressive (+NoRegr). For details about XGBoost,
+Tuning, +Unbal, and +NoRegr please refer to Section 3.
From Table 1 we can make some observations. Vanilla XGBoost is not effective enough for a real application because of the high number of False Negatives
(i.e., necessary maintenance not prescribed). The problem is a bit mitigated by
the +Tuning model but yet not practical. The +Unbal model actually addressed
the issue strongly reducing the False Negatives with a slight increase in False
Positives (which are less of a problem, in practice it is better to make one more
unuseful maintenance that missing a required maintenance). Nevertheless, XGBoost, +Tuning, and +Unbal exhibit high levels of regressivity which is bad for
modern ML empowered software pipelines. The +NoRegr version of the model
strongly reduces this phenomena and, moreover and not surprisingly, tends to
increase the accuracy of the final model. These results are in agreement with
what is discussed in Section 3.
Based on the reported results we can state that the proposed Simple Non Regressive Informed Machine Learning Model is actually effectively able to predict
failures and then prescribed maintenance on the most critical Italian Railway
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Network assets.

5

Conclusions

In this work we focused on developing an automatic intelligent tool able to predict failures of the most maintained and critical Railway asset. For this purpose,
we propose a Simple Informed Machine Learning based model, namely a datadriven model able to both exploit the physical knowledge about the phenomena
provided by the operators (via advanced feature engineering from the raw logs
and data) and historical data. However, building our Simple Informed Machine
Learning models is just the first step of our contribution. In fact our model is
exploited in a modern industrial MLOps pipeline and demands continuous data
collection, model re-training, testing, and monitoring that results in a large technical debt. An update in the model cannot be regressive, i.e., we do not have to
simply improve average performance but also not introduce mistakes previously
not present (negative flips). For this purpose, we empowered the proposed Simple Informed Machine Learning with Non Regressive properties with a simple
yet effective approach. Results on real data coming from a portion of an Italian
Railway managed by Rete Ferroviaria Italiana showed the effectiveness of our
proposal in predict failures in a non regressive way.
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